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About us

Highlight...
RESTORE Layman’s
report published
Download “River
restoration in Europe:
the art of the possible”
Or via RESTORE website

In other news...
Water science vacancy
Catchment Science Lecturer
at Cranfield University
Further information >>
Lead author:
River Restoration Centre
Commissioned by:
the Environment Agency

RRC’S WEIR REMOVAL REPORT PUBLISHED
We’re pleased to share with you our newly published weir removal, weir
lowering and modification best practice review, with contributions
from Environment Agency project contacts & our network. Press release

Catchment restoration
The benefits of fisheries
walkover surveys, by WRT
Case study >>

Hinksey bypass channel
To restore fish passage and
improve habitat along the
main River Thames channel
Case study >>

Nine Chalk Rivers work
with local volunteers
Practical work on the
Gunthorpe Stream, Norfolk
Case study >>

Extending links abroad

RRC SUPPORTING BIDS FOR

RRC CONFERENCE - BOOK

EA FRAMEWORK AGREEMENT

NOW AT EARLY BIRD RATE

If your organisation is considering
submitting a bid as part of the
Ecological Services Framework
Agreement 2, the RRC is able to
add value to it. Contact us if you
are interested in finding out more.

Bookings are now open for the
RRC’s 2014 Annual Network
Conference in Sheffield. Book
now at the early-bird rate - it
won’t last forever! View the draft
programme and book online.

Martin recently spoke about
the RRC & the important role
of national river restoration
centres at a meeting in Oslo.
Photo >>

RiverWiki case study for
DECEMBER
R. Nith diversion, Scotland

The RRC would like to thank their core funders for their continued support &

If you have a question or feedback for RRC, or you would like to remove your name from our mailing list, email or call us 01234 752979.

To access River Restoration Centre resources or to speak to our staff
Visit our Website and YouTube channel. Follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter. Become a Facebook fan.

